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The Public Sector Scorecard
OUTCOMES The Public Sector Scorecard is
a performance
f
management
p and
framework which adapts
extends the balanced scorecard
PROCESSES to the public and third sectors

Three aspects
1.Developing strategy
CAPABILITY

2. Improving quality
3. Measuring performance
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The PSS – Key Features
• Can be used across organisational
boundaries
• Incorporates risk management
• Culture
C lt
off continuous
ti
improvement
i
t
and innovation,, not a blame culture
• Can be used for an organisation or
d
department
t
t or to
t focus
f
on particular
ti l
outco es
outcomes

The Public Sector Scorecard
OUTCOMES

What are the outcomes we
really want to achieve for our
service users and stakeholders?

PROCESSES

How effective are our p
processes
in achieving these outcomes?
How can we improve them?

CAPABILITY

How can we best support our
people and processes to
achieve the outcomes required?
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How the Public Sector Scorecard works
1. Clarifying
outcomes
7. Learning from
performance
f
measures
6. Developing
performance
measures

5. Integrating risk
management

2 Re
2.
Re-designing
designing
processes

3. Addressingg
capability

4. Strategy
mapping
i

The Public Sector Scorecard
OUTCOMES

SERVICE USER/
STAKEHOLDER

PROCESSES

CAPABILITY

STRATEGIC
key performance
outcomes

FINANCIAL

OPERATIONAL
EXCELLENCE

PEOPLE,
PARTNERSHIPS
& RESOURCES

INNOVATION
& LEARNING
LEADERSHIP
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Strategy maps
• According to Kaplan and Norton (2001)
a strategy
t t
map ‘describes
‘d
ib how
h
shareholder value is created from
intangible assets’
• However with the PSS
PSS, it can be defined
more simply as showing the
relationships
l ti
hi between
b t
capability,
bilit
process and outcome elements
p
• They are the vital link between strategy
and
d performance
f
measurementt
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How the Public Sector Scorecard works
1. Clarifying
outcomes
7. Learning from
performance
f
measures
6. Developing
performance
measures

5. Integrating risk
management

2 Re
2.
Re-designing
designing
processes

3. Addressingg
capability

4. Strategy
mapping
i

Integrating risk management

'identifying and addressing key risks
are essential for any high
high-performing
performing
organisation
g
and therefore any
y
evaluation of performance without
considering
id i risk
i k iis iincomplete'
l t '
M lli 2006
Moullin,
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Risk Management with the PSS
1. Develop strategy map ignoring risk factors
2. Run a special workshop identifying major risks and how to
address them
3. View the reduction of a risk as a desired outcome and add
to the strategy map
4. Include processes to reduce, eliminate or mitigate risk in the
operational excellence perspective
5 Include
5.
I l d actions
ti
tto d
develop
l a risk
i k managementt culture
lt
iin th
the
capability perspectives
6 Objectives and performance measures for the risks and the
6.
actions required will then be considered, alongside other
elements of the strategy
gy map
p
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How the Public Sector Scorecard works
1. Clarifying
outcomes
7. Learning from
performance
f
measures
6. Developing
performance
measures

5. Integrating risk
management

2 Re
2.
Re-designing
designing
processes

3. Addressingg
capability

4. Strategy
mapping
i

Using the Public Sector Scorecard for
Sheffield NHS Stop Smoking
g Service
• Aim to improve the service and to develop
performance measures which relate closely both to
strategy and user views
• Started with three service user workshops – over 100
attended
• Formed a reference group including senior
managers, staff, 8 service users, doctors, midwives,
and other stakeholders
• Six workshops
p altogether,
g
some staff only
y
• Outputs: The Strategy Map
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OUTCOMES

Number of
quitters

Equity of
access

No of
referrals

% starting
programmes

Reduction
in smoking
g

User
satisfaction

% achieving
quit date

% staying
stopped

PROCESSES
Convenience
accessibility
& choice

CAPABILITY

Better
communication
with NHS staff
& pharmacies

Telephone
support
pp

Use of
other
helplines

Availability of
prescriptions

Number & Motivated
location
trained
staff
of sessions

Support &
empathy
p y

Direct access
t pharmacy
to
h
& medication

STOP SMOKING SERVICE STRATEGY MAP
Illustrative Dashboard for Stop
Smoking Service*

* produced by Syscore consultants, Brazil

Using the PSS across organisational boundaries Case Study: Ethnic Minority Employment Task Force
IImproving
i ethnic
h i minority
i i
employment

Building
B
ildi
employability

Connecting
people
to work

Equal
opportunities
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Case Study: Ethnic Minority (EM)
Employment Task Force
Outcomes: Improving ethnic minority employment
M
Measures:
Employment rate, ILO unemployment rate,
inactivity rate (all depts)

Building
employability

Connecting
people to work

Equal
opportunities

Attainment gaps at
different stages,
low attaining groups
(DfES)

Self-employment (DTI)
EM outreach outcomes (DWP)
EM employment in public
sector (HO)
Employment rates in areas with
high EM populations (ODPM)

Racial discrimination
at work (DTI)
Perceptions of racial
prejudice (HO)
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•Three year £10 million programme aimed at
preventing obesity in children and families
• Aim:
Aim To empo
empower
e all child
children
en and families in
Sheffield to maintain a healthy weight
•The Public Sector Scorecard was used both to
help the programme be successful and to
evaluate its success.
•The approach taken was to integrate the
Public Sector Scorecard with the Theory of
Planned Behaviour (Ajzen, 1991)
OVERALL APPROACH TO SLC4L EVALUATION*
Reduce
obesity
People adopt
healthy
y lifestyle
y
Interventions to
help overcome
barriers

Personal desire to
adopt healthy
lifestyle
Interventions to
persuade people of
benefits of change

* based on the Public
Sector Scorecard
and the Theory
y of
Planned Behaviour

People intend to
adopt
healthy lifestyle

Attitudes of those
around them

Interventions
to help change
these attitudes

Perceived ability
to change their
behaviour
Interventions to
help people's
perceptions that
they can do it

strategy map
Reducing obesity in children & families
Satisfied
stakeholders

Better diet
& nutrition

Increased
physical
p
y
activityy

Greater desire
to adopt healthy
lifestyle

Favourable
attitudes of
others

Confidence in
ability to change

Breastfeedingfriendly city

Community
health champions

Innovative new
partnerships
across all sectors

Effective social
marketing

Joint working
SCC, NHS, private
& third sectors

Community
engagement

Schools at the
heart of healthy
communities
Parents as
positive role
models
Shared vision

Value for money
& sustainabilityy
Overcoming
barriers to
change
Healthy, safe,
accessible, open
spaces
p
Living
neighbourhoods
Effective project
management

Leadership from programme board

Comparison: PSS v Balanced Scorecard
• Main focus is on outcomes for users rather than
fi
financial
i l performance
f
- but
b t iincludes
l d value
l ffor money
• Incorporates service user and staff involvement
• Greater emphasis on quality and process
improvement
p
e.g.
g lean,, six sigma,
g , & systems
y
thinking
g
• Addresses the organisational, cultural and resource
issues that prevent people and processes working
effectively
• Incorporates risk management
• Can be used across organisational boundaries
• Promotes a culture of continuous improvement and
innovation rather than a top-down blame culture
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How the PSS reduces impact of perverse incentives

•
•
•
•

Measures user satisfaction
Focuses on outcomes, not activity
Works across organisational boundaries
Involves staff
staff, users and other
stakeholders in developing measures
• Much more selective approach to targets,
not top down
• No blame culture – appraisal model
©Max Moullin,
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Cascading the public sector scorecard
Task force
Goals

Measures

Target

Progress

Each go
govtt department

Strategic
Service User/
Stakeholder
Financial

Goals
Operational
Excellence
People,
Partnerships
& Resources

Strategic
Service User/
Stakeholder

Innovation &
learning

Financial

Leadership

Operational
Excellence
People
People,
Partnerships
& Resources
Innovation &
learning
Leadership

Measures

Target

Progress
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The Public Sector Scorecard (PSS)
• An integrated quality management and performance
measurement framework for public and voluntary sector
organisations (adapted from the balanced scorecard)
• Aligns
Ali
strategy,
t t
processes and
d performance
f
measures
both with each other and with the requirements and
expectations of service users and other key stakeholders
• Provides more emphasis on user involvement, risk
management service improvement and process mapping
management,
• Focusses on outcomes, processes and capability.
Capability
p
y is supporting
pp
gp
people
p and p
processes to deliver
the outcomes required.
• Easily used across organisational boundaries
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